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DON’T INCREASE
THE SUPER GUARANTEE
There are less costly ways to improve retirement incomes,
argues Michael Potter*

I

magine a policy was discovered that had
multiple benefits: it would improve the budget
bottom line, prevent a cut to wages of about
2.2% after tax, encourage women to stay in
the workforce, help respond to population ageing,
make the financial system more efficient, and
likely reduce risks to households and the economy.
It would also avoid a policy that benefits the
rich over the poor, and advantaged workers over
disadvantaged workers. And all these benefits are
supported by detailed research.
Such a policy does exist: abandoning plans
to increase the superannuation guarantee (SG).
The SG is a mandatory payment by employers
to a superannuation fund, usually chosen by the
employee. The current SG rate is set at 9.5% of
wages, but is scheduled to increase gradually to
12% by 2026.1 Some employees receive a super
contribution above 9.5% as a result of workplace
agreements, so an increase in the mandatory
SG will have a smaller direct effect on their
contributions.
The case against the mandated increase
considered in this article builds on the arguments
in a 2012 paper by Stephen Kirchner2 and many
other reports, particularly the 2009 Henry Tax
Review which evaluated and rejected calls to
increase the SG.3

* This article benefited substantially from research assistance
by Miguel Forjaz.

Labour market effects
A mandatory increase in SG contributions will
impose additional costs on most employers.4 These
costs are likely to be passed on to employees as
lower wages. As the Henry Tax Review argued,
‘employees bear the cost of these [superannuation]
contributions through lower wage growth’.5
Others who have argued that an SG increase will
come from wages include Treasury,6 Bill Shorten
as Assistant Treasurer,7 the Australian Council
of Social Services (ACOSS),8 the Australian
Greens,9 CPA (Certified Practising Accountants)
Australia,10 Bruce Bradbury from the University
of New South Wales,11 John Freebairn from the
University of Melbourne,12 and Paul Keating,
who introduced the SG.13
The estimated impact on take home pay for
the full SG increase is shown in the table overleaf,
in current dollars. The cut to pre-tax wages is 2.5%,
and the estimated cut to take home pay is about
2.2%. A worker on average full
time wages is estimated to lose up
to $25.87 per week in take home
pay due to the SG increase.
This hit to incomes from an SG
increase won’t happen all at once;
instead there will probably be a
large cut to annual wage increases.
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Pre-tax income
before SG increase

Post tax income

Change in take home
pay from increase in SG

Annual

Description of income

Before SG increase

$35,000

about minimum wage

31,808

31,099.25

-13.58

-2.2%

$60,000

about average wage

48,953

47,940.50

-19.40

-2.1%

$80,000

about full time average wage

62,453

61,103.00

-25.87

-2.2%

$120,000

about twice average wage

87,653

85,763.00

-36.22

-2.2%

After SG increase (9.5% to 12%)

$ pw

%

Sources: Fair Work Commission, ABS and ATO.
14

15

16

Note: The SG increase will occur progressively over a number of years, so the table shows the cumulative impact over all those years.
Assumptions: All income is from wages subject to the SG, and the impact of the SG increase is fully passed through as lower wages.

Wages will still rise, but at a significantly slower
rate because of the SG increase. For example, if
wages growth remains at the historically low rate of
2.1% per year,17 then the planned SG increase of
0.5% per year will cut pre-tax wages growth by
about a quarter each year. It is hard to imagine
any other policy for cutting wages growth by this
amount would be acceptable to the public.
It has been argued in the past that SG increases
would restrain wage growth18 or consumption
growth.19 If this argument was valid then, it actually
argues against the SG increases today given slow
wage and consumption growth.
The SG may not be fully passed through as
lower wages,20 particularly for workers who are
paid award wages. While award wage decisions
have taken account of SG increase, there is no
indication that there was a complete pass-through
of the increase.21 As a result, business would likely
have borne some of the cost, leading to a reduction
in employment for award workers, who are more
likely to be women, migrants and people with
lower education levels.22 Increased business costs
would also reduce investment.
Impact on labour force participation
Employees will probably put a lower value on
superannuation contributions than on wages,23
particularly because super balances can be
inaccessible for decades. As a result, employees
facing an increase in the SG and a decline in money
wages may consider they are receiving a cut in the
effective value of their compensation, and reduce
their labour force participation (or labour supply)
accordingly.24 This impact would be greater for
employees who are more responsive to wages, such
28
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as women.25 In contrast, if employees treated super
contributions as identical to wages, they would
be perfect substitutes and then the need for the
SG would be unclear: employees who aren’t credit
constrained would act to offset completely the SG
increase.
The SG increase may also:
• E
 ncourage early retirement, because
superannuation balances will be higher,
effectively generating a further reduction
in labour supply.26 This may offset any
benefit from increasing the superannuation
preservation age, as discussed below.
• I ncrease incentives for workers to become
self-employed, thus avoiding the mandated
super contribution along with other
employment regulations and taxes.
Retirement income adequacy
One important goal of the SG increase is to
increase retirement incomes. However, it is not
clear that retirement incomes are inadequate.
The Henry Tax Review stated that ‘for most
employees on low to middle incomes, the [then]
9 per cent superannuation guarantee rate can
provide a reasonable balance between before and
after retirement incomes.’27 Reserve Bank research
has suggested that a 9% SG level is adequate
for low income earners.28 Treasury research has
reached a similar conclusion.29 The need for
increases at higher income levels is also not clear: the
retirement incomes of workers earning $115,000
or more is arguably comfortable at the current SG
level.30
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Maintaining the SG at its current level would
therefore ensure that the SG acts as a safety net
rather than a mandatory scheme for increasing
retirement incomes while mandatorily reducing
incomes before retirement, whether or not these
incomes are adequate. The ‘adequacy’ debate
completely ignores adequacy before retirement.
Supporters of an SG increase need to show that
the increase won’t make pre-retirement incomes
inadequate.
There is also no need for higher contributions
to be unilaterally imposed on nearly all workers
regardless of their circumstances. Individual
savings needs differ dramatically across the
population, so a one-size-fits-all approach (above
a low minimum) is not appropriate. Leading
public finance expert Peter Diamond argues
compulsory saving should be set somewhat below
the average optimal rate as a result.31 Any increase
in contributions should be voluntary.
There are additional issues with using the SG
to increase retirement incomes:
• E
 mployees
who
currently
receive
contributions above the mandated level
won’t directly receive the full increase.
• O
 ther voluntary savings—such as saving
through housing and liquid assets like bank
accounts or listed shares—are likely to decline
(discussed below). Some proponents of SG
increases omit discussion of these offsets.
This voluntary non-super saving often
provides substantial assistance in retirement.32
• O
 ne important argument for the SG is
that it addresses inadequate saving caused
by financial short sightedness or myopia.
However, this argument does not apply when
retirement incomes are adequate as argued
above. The groups that are less likely to suffer
from myopia—higher income earners and
other advantaged workers (discussed in the
section on distributional impact)—are also
the groups that receive the largest amount
from an SG increase. The SG increase
provides the greatest increase in retirement
incomes to those who least need it.

• A
 nother significant reason to mandate
retirement savings is to offset policies that
discourage saving, particularly the means
tests for the Age Pension, which generate
extremely high effective tax rates.33
However, this is more an argument against
superannuation taxes and is weak justification
for compulsory increases above adequate
levels. In addition, if employees make
decisions today based on saving disincentives
decades into the future, then they are less
subject to myopia, contradicting the point
made above.34

There is no need for higher contributions to
be unilaterally imposed on nearly all workers
regardless of their circumstances.
• P
 roposals to boost superannuation balances
through an SG increase are somewhat
contradicted by current proposals to restrict
super balances, such as through tighter super
contribution limits.
• H
 igher super balances can provide incentives
for governments to make adverse changes to
tax or expropriate some of these savings, and
super balances can’t be transferred out (before
retirement) to avoid these changes.
Other policies to increase retirement
incomes
There are less costly policies to improve retirement
incomes that should be pursued instead of an SG
increase, regardless of views on whether retirement
incomes are adequate:
• E
 ncouraging the use of reverse mortgages to
unlock the value of the family home. This
would simultaneously permit higher living
standards for retirees and, if the home is also
included in the pension assets test, cause a
substantial decline in the costs of the Age
Pension. Simon Cowan and Matthew Taylor
have estimated the savings from this latter
reform at nearly $15 billion a year.35
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• I ncreasing the preservation age (the age when
superannuation balances can be accessed) to
align with the Age Pension qualifying age,
or at least mirror increases in the Pension
qualifying age,36 which is set to rise from the
current age of 65 to 67 by 2023. By contrast,
the current preservation age for super ranges
from 55 to 60 depending on date of birth.
This would have wider benefits by increasing
the labour supply (participation) of older
workers.
• E
 ncouraging, or even requiring, retirees to use
lifetime annuities, which reduces longevity
risk (including to the government) and the
potential for so-called double dipping.37

In net terms, the impact on the budget is
negative for at least 40 years according
to Treasury estimates.

• R
 eforming superannuation governance as
proposed by the 2010 Cooper review38 and
2014 Murray review,39 including increasing
competition in default funds, extending
super choice to employees under all types
of enterprise agreement, and implementing
governance reforms.
• M
 inimising abrupt policy shifts in
superannuation, which have beset the industry
for decades. These changes all discourage
super savings.40 This is particularly important
for changes with retrospective effect (see
Terrence O’Brien’s article on grandfathering
in this issue).
• C
 utting the regulatory burden on super,
which is substantial: one estimate is that
the cost of regulatory change alone has been
$2.75 billion over the past five years.41
• S hifting the focus of super tax concessions
towards relieving pressure on the Age Pension
(see Simon Cowan’s article in this issue).
30
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There is a risk that an increase in the SG will
reduce the incentives to implement these less
costly reforms, because retirement incomes will
be higher.
Budget impact
An SG increase should lead to higher retirement
incomes which will generally cut the costs of the
Age Pension. However, tax revenues also decline
because SG contributions are more lightly taxed
than normal cash income for most employees. In
net terms, the impact on the budget is negative
for at least 40 years according to Treasury
estimates—that is, tax revenue falls by more
than the reduction in costs of the Age Pension.42
The policy fails on a key measure of success: the
impact on the budget.
A policy that reduces both tax revenue and
spending might appear to be a worthwhile policy
for advocates of small government. However,
the SG increase is a type of compulsion: the SG
doesn’t meet the definition of a tax43, but is close
to being a tax from an employer perspective
(as noted by the OECD).44 So the SG increase
should not be seen as causing a decline in the size
of government. The SG increase also worsens the
budget repair challenge, and makes increases in
other taxes significantly more likely.45
Alternative policies to increase retirement
incomes, discussed above, reduce the cost of
the Age Pension and have much lower costs to
the budget.
Response to population ageing
An SG increase will not help respond to population
ageing or intergenerational equity. An SG increase
worsens the budget position for at least 40 years
as noted above, so it hinders efforts to improve
public savings to prepare for the substantial
budgetary costs of ageing, which include health
care, aged care and the Age Pension. These pressures
are set to grow, as argued in several Intergenerational
Reports46 and by the Productivity Commission.47
The need for public savings for population
ageing would be reduced if more of the costs of
ageing were privately funded, particularly health and
aged care services.48 However, the major political
parties seem reluctant to go down this path.
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Increase in household saving
One goal of the SG increase is to boost household
savings. However, the SG increase will be offset by
a reduction in other household savings, including
voluntary super contributions and additional
super contributions under employment contracts.
Reserve Bank research has found that
the SG increases household savings by less
than the full SG rate, with a 10%-30%
offset, based on examining differences in savings
between people eligible for the SG and those who
aren’t.49 However, the characteristics of people who
aren’t eligible for SG are unusual, so it isn’t clear
that this result applies to all employees subject
to the SG.
Earlier Reserve Bank estimates of offsets against
private saving are around 30%-50%,50 with a
‘loose consensus’ that the figure is around a third,51
consistent with international evidence. Other
Reserve Bank research estimates a figure of about
38%.52
The lack of a complete offset raises several
concerns. First, this means that savings through
super are not a perfect substitute for other
savings, and as a result the impact on labour
supply of the SG increase is larger, as discussed
earlier. Second, it means the harmful impact of the
SG increase on credit-constrained households is
greater. Third, there is a heightened risk of some
households saving too much in super53 and missing
out on current consumption.
The fact that there is a savings offset, albeit
incomplete, also raises separate concerns:
• S aving through housing may decline.
Proponents of an SG increase may argue that
this is a worthwhile goal.54 However, this is
generally asserted rather than proven.
• Th
 e SG increase may cause a reduction
in human capital investment (particularly
education),55 which is more likely to be
harmful.56
• Th
 e transaction costs of investing outside
super are generally lower than the costs of
investing in the same assets through super.
Therefore, mandating that asset investments

must occur indirectly through super will
reduce the efficiency of the financial market,
regardless of the underlying assets.
• S avings in liquid assets (such as bank accounts
and listed shares) may decline, making
households less prepared for a ‘rainy day’
and more exposed to financial shocks before
retirement.
• H
 ouseholds will become more exposed
to risks of adverse regulatory changes to
superannuation. Most other forms of saving
aren’t locked in so the risks are smaller.

There is a heightened risk of some
households saving too much in super
and missing out on current consumption.
National saving
The super industry argues that an increase in the
SG will cause an increase in national saving.57
Treasury modelling supports this argument,
finding that national saving will be about 1.35%
higher in 40 years58 if government dissaving is
counted (the negative impact of the SG increase
on the budget, as noted earlier). This figure will
be higher if governments raise taxes to balance
the budget, but this tax hike will have numerous
harmful effects as shown in modelling by Kudrna
and Woodland (discussed below). Conversely,
the figure will be lower if the SG has caused an
increase in borrowing, as argued in a recent study
by CPA Australia.59
Regardless, the need for an increase in national
savings has not been substantiated: higher super
savings have numerous adverse effects, as noted
in the previous section, and the beneficial effects
of higher super savings on investment and risk are
overstated or non-existent (see discussion below).
Stephen Kirchner also notes the official figures for
saving have several problems, such as excluding
education, even when this boosts human capital,
and excluding changes to the value of existing
wealth.60
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Effect on risk
The super industry argues that the SG makes
the economy less vulnerable to global shocks by
reducing the economy’s reliance on foreign
investment funds.61 However, it is more likely
that the SG has increased rather than reduced risk,
particularly by exposing fund members to large
movements in value, such as the loss of up to 27%
during the Global Financial Crisis (GFC).62 As
noted above, the SG also reduces saving in more
liquid assets, making households more exposed to
market and government risks before retirement.
Meanwhile
the
stabilising
effect
of
superannuation during the GFC was minimal.
Australia’s financial vulnerability due to our
Current Account Deficit was dealt with during
the GFC through a government bank guarantee.
This guarantee could be used in any future
financial crises so long as the federal government
has a sound balance sheet. However, an SG
increase worsens the budget deficit for at least 40
years (as already noted). It therefore makes a sound
balance sheet less likely and impairs our ability to
implement the bank guarantee, which has been
a better protection against international shocks.
Impact on investment
The superannuation industry argues that super is
used to finance important Australian investments,
including infrastructure.63 However, the link
between Australian saving and investment is not
strong, because Australia has a reasonably open
capital market.64 Some studies suggest an increase
in saving of $1 increases Australian investment by
50-60c,65 but others indicate a much lower figure.66
This suggests foreign investors are able to
provide investment funds when needed. Therefore,
the use of the SG to boost investment is poorly
targeted, with the SG increase leading to a much
smaller rise in national savings, and tenuous links
from the remaining saving to investment.
In fact, investment may go down if other
taxes are increased to make up for the revenue
shortfall from the SG increase (see modelling by
Kudrna and Woodland discussed below) or if
businesses are unable to pass on the SG costs as
lower wages.
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Distributional impact
Proponents of an SG increase are generally
concerned about equity, but inconsistently
overlook the distributional effects of an SG
increase.
In broad terms, the SG is proportional to
wages, so an SG increase will result in a smaller
rise in super balances for people who receive
lower wages. Therefore, an SG increase delivers a
proportionally smaller benefit to women,67 part
time workers, casuals, migrants, people with
lower education levels, people from non-English
speaking backgrounds, Indigenous Australians,
youth, people with intermittent work patterns, and
people with disability.68 Similarly, the effective
tax cut will be smaller for each of these groups.
Promoters of the SG increase should not
complain that super balances of disadvantaged
groups are lower while simultaneously advocating
a policy that will increase these disparities.
Supporters of the SG increase would likely
oppose tax cuts that provided the greatest benefit
to high income earners and smaller benefits to
disadvantaged groups, but that is exactly what
would happen with the SG increase.
As noted earlier, some workers will be able to
offset the SG increase by reducing other savings.
These people are more likely to be rich or from
other advantaged groups. So the SG increase will
have a greater cost pre-retirement on low income
earners (and other disadvantaged groups), as
the Henry Tax Review argued: ‘The effect of this
reduction in a person’s standard of living before
retirement [from an SG increase] is likely to fall
most heavily on low- to middle- income earners who
are unlikely to be in a position to offset the increase
in the superannuation guarantee by reducing their
other savings.’69
This mandated increase in super saving may
make disadvantaged groups (including low income
earners) more exposed to risks in the financial
market, as noted above. And to the extent that these
groups are able to reduce other saving, they might
cut saving through the family home, meaning
they may pay more tax. Alternatively they may
cut spending on education, which will likely make
them worse off in the longer term.
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Economy-wide impact
Several studies have looked at the net effect of an
SG increase on the economy as a whole.
Recent modelling by George Kudrna and Alan
Woodland of an increase in the SG from 9% to
12% found:70
• Th
 e increase in the SG, combined with a
reduction in super taxes on low income earners,
will reduce living standards, particularly for
future generations, if the budget shortfall
is made up by higher income taxes.71 These
policies cause reduced employment, reduced
investment, lower GDP and higher pension
spending in the long term.72
• Th
 e increase in the SG will only be beneficial
for overall living standards if the reduction
in tax revenue is funded by an increase in
the GST. However, this option is probably
unacceptable to the public because it results
in losses to all current retirees and low income
households.73 The benefit of this option
to the overall economy is caused by the tax
mix switch from income tax to GST,74 so the
benefit is largely unrelated to the SG increase
itself.75
This modelling is compared with Treasury
modelling of a company tax cut in the table below,
showing that on almost all measures a company tax
cut would be preferable.
Measure

SG increase

Company tax cut

After-tax wages

Decrease

Increase

Employment

Decrease

Increase

Capital stock &
investment

Decrease

Increase

GDP

Decrease

Increase

Pre-retirement standard
of living

Decrease

Increase

Retirement standard of
living

Increase

Increase (but
probably by less
than SG increase)

Effect on budget

Nil — offset by increases in income
tax in both cases

Source: Kudrna & Woodland (2013) and Kouparitsas, Prihardini &
Beames (2016).76

Earlier modelling by Ross Guest and Ian
McDonald found that an increase in the SG from
9% to 12% would reduce living standards by
around 1% per year for the first 30 years.77 Living
standards increase after about 30 years, but in
today’s money the improvement is approximately
zero.78 A subsequent study by Guest found a 3%
increase in the SG would cause small reductions in
well-being (or utility) in the long run.79
Other modelling by Peter Dixon, James
Giesecke and Maureen Rimmer largely omits the
employment and tax costs caused by a SG
increase.80 Yet this modelling still finds a loss to
GDP in the first few years from a 1% SG increase,
followed by a gain after several years.81 The paper
does not indicate whether the present value of the
GDP changes is positive or negative, so even this
model, which omits major costs of the SG increase,
is unable to show the change is beneficial.
Finally, Allen Consulting Group modelling
for the Association of Superannuation Funds of
Australia82 finds substantial benefits from increasing
the SG from 9% to 12%, but the paper admits83 it
excludes the costs of increasing the SG so can’t be
used to determine whether the costs are greater or
less than the benefits. The report also assumes that
the impact of the SG increase on the cost of capital
won’t have an impact on foreign investment into
Australia, which is unrealistic.
If policy proceeds, it should be improved
Despite the arguments against an SG increase,
the policy may still proceed. If so, it should be
improved. The best way to offset the worst aspects
of the SG increase is to permit an opt-out. Over
time employees would be enrolled in a higher
SG, but would have the option of taking this SG
increase as higher wages instead. There would
be a floor of contributions, perhaps 9.5%, and
employees would be able to choose a contribution
between that figure and 12%. An opt-out would
allow employees with other pressing needs (such
as buying a home) to access their funds. This
would be considerably better than allowing early
access to super funds for these purposes.
However, this approach would impose
additional administrative costs on employers
which is why it would be better to keep the SG at
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its current level and retain the present approach
where there is an ‘opt-in’ to higher contributions.
The government should also:
• R
 equire award wage increases to take any SG
increase fully into account. This will limit
the costs of the increase to employment and
investment.
• R
 educe the budget costs of ageing—
particularly the costs of aged care and
health—by encouraging more self-sufficiency
for wealthier retirees, given these people will
have higher retirement incomes because of
the SG increase.
• U
 ndertake other superannuation reforms
to improve governance, and promote
competition and choice (as discussed earlier)
to prevent increased contributions from
being lost through high fees or poor
investment returns.
Conclusion
An SG increase is likely to:
• R
 educe wages for employees who receive an
SG contribution.
• Reduce employment, particularly for workers
on awards and women.
• Increase early retirement.
• Increase the risk to households and financial
markets.
• Increase costs of the financial system, and
reduce its productivity.
• Provide a larger tax cut for the rich and those
who are advantaged in the labour market.
• Worsen the budget deficit.
• Hinder efforts to prepare for population
ageing.
• Slow the implementation of other worthwhile
superannuation reforms.
• Cut economic growth and overall living
standards.
Therefore, the SG increase is a policy that
should be abandoned in the interests of all
Australians.
34
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